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Status: Fixed Start date: 01/06/2014
Priority: Normal Due date:
Assignee: Andreas Smas % Done: 100%
Category: Subtitles Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version: 4.6
Description

I am watching a lot of my movies with subtitles and the movies are with different aspect size, that's why i really like and use the new
feature you put in the latest testing versions for vertical and horizontal displacement, but this option is only available in subtitle settings
for each video this is why i suggest and if of course is possible to make this as a general feature in settings. Thank you.

Associated revisions
Revision dd3ee0bd - 02/15/2014 04:16 PM - Andreas Smas

Improve video playback settings a quite a bit

Most settings (except subtitle sync offset) are stored in a database
for each video file. In addition to that the user can choose to save
the settings as a default for the current folder the video resides in.
This can be very useful for TV series, etc where the user want to
do some specific changes to the playback config for that particular
set of video items.

In addition to this, it's now also possible to apply the current
configuration as the global configuration

Fixes #1836

History
#1 - 01/22/2014 02:26 AM - Jerome Morrow

Excellent idea. Will be great to avoid this manual adjustment every time, just defining a default value.

#2 - 02/15/2014 04:15 PM - Andreas Smas
- Target version set to 4.6

#3 - 02/15/2014 04:21 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from New to Fixed
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset git|commit:dd3ee0bdfc16428810bbbb717a80b86acb21793a.

#4 - 02/15/2014 10:20 PM - Jerome Morrow
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Thanks!!
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